FUN for the members
PROFIT for the PRO
You'll get both with this new type
GOLF BALL VENDING MACHINE

A test of skill—not of chance!
This new type machine, offered to American pros and golf clubs for the first time, has been made more fascinating than ever by refinements and improvements on the model introduced in England last summer. And here’s a very important item—this machine has received approval of legal authorities both abroad and in the United States.

To operate, player inserts coin which automatically tees up a miniature ball; the strength and direction employed in actuating the club in the hands of the mechanical golfer determine the player’s success. When the ball hits the right slots the ball pay-off occurs automatically. Machine is electrically lighted, with an attractive golf scene, in color, forming a beautiful background for the mechanism. The machine is adjustable so the pro can control the extent of skill required.

The machine measures 37” long, 14” wide, and 20” high. A four-legged stand measuring 40” high is optional and may be obtained for an additional $5.00. Another feature, for approximately $3.00 extra, makes possible the changing of mechanism so as to receive dimes instead of quarters—if cheaper balls are employed.

Machine sells for $175 cash, or $200 on terms. Wherever used, pros report it pays for itself in a few weeks at the most. Here’s a real opportunity to increase your shop profits this year! Write today for details—prompt deliveries assured.

Address all communications to:  TOM MORRIS

c/o ALLIED SCREW MACHINE CO., 609 W. Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.